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MOTHERLAND

Our case history started with a dual image: Romulus and Remus 
suckling on a she-wolf. Kind Mother would surely excuse this lyri-
cal embroidery. A bi-personal biographer will find our maternity 
ward in the nexus of crossroads, their tangle providing the fore-
taste of the fairy tale—turn right and lose your head, turn left and 
lose your mind, keep on straight and lose both. Welcome to life, 
chickabiddy. In a lame emulation of the local sky dome, the façade 
of Mother’s labor institution was painted dirty azure.

Our entry into existence, nurse’s shriek and doctor’s smirk, 
didn’t register in our memory because both of us were busy 
ripping umbilical snakes like two baby Herculeses and because 
each of us justly assumed that on our march from maternity to 
maturity, all supporting extras would exit into extinction.

Our birthplace is marked on the maps by a bold blot. Its name 
starts with M. Those worshiping Rorschach and his clique of 
inklings can take it from here. For others, unfazed by riddles, 
MoscoW’s near-perfect point symmetry sets the proper tone for 
our story.

As a preview of nomadic wanderings, we started off with relo-
cation from crib to swaddling table, back to the crib or forward to 
the carriage shortly thereafter replaced with a stroller—a custom-
built two-seater. We moved from place to place so that a casual 
beholder wouldn’t linger over our deformity, evident to both of us 
from the very beginning; over the deformity that caused us to use 
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the plural personal pronoun not due to royal hauteur but out 
of accountant’s diligence.

We assume that in childhood we could have been diminutively 
cute, which goes along with ugliness quite naturally, since any 
deviation in an offspring, be it amphibian or mammal—a cub, a 
calf, a kitten—sets off compassionate jingles in zoo haunters. Lil-
liputian helplessness never fails to evoke adoration.

While breastfed, we discovered the concord of symmetry—the 
world was delivering its nourishment in ample pairs.

Nature, in its blessing or curse, shaped our modus vivendi. 
We shared our wardrobe, our dinner utensils and our bed. Spe-
cial kudos to Fate for creating us of the same sex; otherwise our 
tight coexistence could have turned genderly embarrassing. The 
month of our birth, named after two-faced Janus, and the hour 
of Gemini ascending offered yet another tip-off to universal 
relevance.

To suppress the craving for unfeasible autonomy, Mother gave 
us homonymous names. We suppose she had other options, like 
Nick and Nick or Ivan and Ivan, but never, under no circumstanc-
es, would we accept Wilhelm & Wilhelm, Otto & Otto, Peter & 
Paul. More insights into naming significance are forthcoming.

At some juncture in our story, under circumstances to be re-
vealed later, we shall have to depart from the time zone of birth. 
From that moment on, the Anglo-Saxon semblance of our ap-
pellations will come handy, with no more need to clarify spelling 
obscurities ascribed to a circa-literate registration joker.

“Is it short for Alexei and Alexander?” we usually hear after the 
introductions.

“No and no!” we deny emphatically.
Both of us—Alex and I, I and Alex—cherish an old photo-

graph, in which we stand holding limbs in eternal unity. We wear 
identical shirts, shorts and sailor caps. Mother, uncomfortable 
under curious stares, always dressed us in tailored outfits con-
cealing our binary traits, which excuses our later infatuation 
with sartorial arts.



We posed sideways, 
masquerading our non-hygienic eyesore.
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This picture opened a family album, long (sadly) lost. There we 
were—two brave seamen with the puffed-up sail of the mock ply-
wood frigate in the background. The yesteryear quality of the snap-
shot offered little assistance to memory in its quest to restore min-
utes. We shall never know whether the palm to our left is a rightful 
envoy of the local flora or a flat cardboard cutout—an eruption of 
the cameraman’s creative ambitions. Used to discretion, we pose 
sideways to the lens, masquerading our non-photogenic eyesore. A 
stranger unaccustomed to our even oddity (as later defined by Doc-
tor Fein with his illegible wit in barely legible handwriting) could 
easily explain the illusion by the granularity of an old film or by 
imperfections of antiques and optics.

Time and place in the picture are mixed up—Long-Ago is per-
ceived as Far-Away. The huge, birdhouse-like camera we smiled at 
then now must be sheltering bats alongside other relics in the attic 
of the photographer’s descendants.

Which is fein.
(The underappreciated pun above—oh, we are such puntheists!—

will be made clear below.)
Singular rascals—ordinary and disorderly—whined about noth-

ing to do and nobody to play with. We, quite contrary, never needed 
solace and never experienced solitude, which was for us no more 
than a solecism—a misprint in Ursprache, the language of paradise 
lost.

Erecting castles out of wet sand, we guarded our territory, hurl-
ing handfuls and scoopfuls at sandbox intruders whose raging 
moms plucked their progenies out and, picking grains from sobbing 
eyes and snotty nostrils, screamed at Mother:

“This playground is for normal children! Keep your monster on 
a leash!”

Mother defended us, indicating that we were well-mannered, 
that we must have been provoked, that they should have watched 
their own youngsters, but our contented grins greatly diminished 
the legitimacy of her pathos.

Let’s not overlook the vital overtone. The key word has been 
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articulated—monster. That was the image we invoked in the 
jammed imaginations of our compatriots.

Nature bonded us in a tight package. We share the same style 
of hairdo (forelocks combed left), the same eyes (green), the same 
well-defined head lines across our left palms, indicating intense 
intellectual aptitude. Our life lines are rightly indistinguishable, as 
it would be preposterous to assume that fate intended to serve us 
different destinies. And, while on the subject, suffice it to say that 
we do not fancy horrorscopes of chiromancy or attribute any value 
to the fusion of heart and head lines, known as the Simian Crease 
believed to signify that neither of us makes distinction between 
thoughts and feelings, and sporting a mockingly misleading simi-
larity to Siamese.

Unlike a visual riddle of locating ten differences in adjacent 
drawings, there isn’t a single discrepancy in our external fea-
tures. What differs is our inner life. I am inclined to dreams, Alex 
to actions. I am a romantic, while Alex is a cold and conniving 
entrepreneur.

This said, whatever traits we parade or whatever soul-searching 
we conceal, I never retire to the river for dreaming alone and Alex 
never starts a fight without having me by his side. It should be ob-
vious by now that we always meet half-way, because every decision 
is doomed to be mutual. When one catches cold, both drink cough 
syrup. When one wakes up, both rush to the loo. Using modern 
evasive euphemisms, we are solitude-challenged and selfish-proof.

Memory is the key to eternity. Before a crafty medical treatment 
splits our mind into four detached hemispheres, we have to take 
advantage of the unique stereo stare and retrieve from the mines of 
the past all its rubies and sapphires. What do we remember? Many 
things. Almost everything.

The Indian Summer hatched into the full-blown fall. The ap-
proaching winter led to the climax of our favorite tale that Mother 
used to read out loud while we cuddled under two downy blankets: 
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A thin coating of ice skinned over the big puddle by the road, and three 
little pigs. . . .

Three, what a ridiculous number, we giggled.
Neither of us cared much about luckless Nif-Nif and feckless 

Naf-Naf, instantly identifying ourselves with shrewd Nouf-Nouf. 
In case the local folklore shuns pork and this reference requires 
clarification, Nouf-Nouf was the industrious one who built a house 
of bricks. The Big Bad Wolf failed to impress us with his bad breath 
and frontal assaults, but we were fascinated by the piglets’ doubled 
names. Why not simply Naf and Nif? Was it a veiled message only 
Alex-Alex could appreciate?

For our birthday in whitish January we always requested identi-
cal cakes—twin carrot, twin honey, twin sponge. Lights go out. The 
dim kitchen flickers in the candle glow. We inhale and blow out the 
weak flames.

Mother never sent out invitations. She was reluctant to expose 
us before relatives, and we needed no friends. What did we care 
for detached confidants when we were so attached to each other? 
As a supplementary benefit, evenly sliced cakes lasted for the next 
day (dubbed for its food leftovers as Chyorstvye Imeniny—Stale 
Birthday).

By the time our peers, escorted by pompous kinsfolk, arrived at 
the first grade gates, our flair for mimicry had evolved so much that 
in a flowered crowd of bobs and aprons, bits and bobs, Bobs and 
Dicks, no one paid us any heed. Condescending to minors and civil 
to seniors, we managed to twist sideways when spoken to, so that 
our ambiguity never announced itself.

In school we claimed a desk in the far corner of the last row. 
Other pupils settled in pairs. As for Alex and me, the schoolmarm—
an ageless witch with a fake chestnut chignon—left us alone, in-
stinctively protecting the ambience from our ambivalence. During 
classes we stayed quiet, never volunteered and, if confronted di-
rectly, answered laconically, seeking neither approvals nor favors.

“Which one of you, children, knows what letter this is?”
Everybody went wild. Hands quivered like weeds. The matron 
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(bronze brooch, tight skirt, pursed lips) minced to our desk and, 
shamelessly bisecting our name, encouraged us by arching her pen-
ciled eyebrow.

“First of all,” we corrected, “don’t take us for a dodo. The ap-
pellation we respond to is Alex and Alex. Secondly, we know not 
only every letter in the alphabet but plural pronouns, punctuation 
signs and points of ellipsis. We don’t, however, have to prove that 
to anybody.”

We suppose our town still stands there, on its seven hills, although 
the country around disappeared for good. The imperial tower of 
Babel, like its biblical twin, tumbled down under its own burden, 
wreaking havoc on earth and failing to reach heaven, which, so like-
ably blue from below, turned into yet another unfathomable Fata 
Morgana. Pangaea of our childhood ceased to exist, burying evi-
dence of personal Ago under a pile of social smithereens.

FROM FEIN TO TULCHINSKY

Doctor Fein, who has already peeked into our reminiscences twice 
(once personally and one more time in an overlooked witticism), 
now demands proper introduction. Visits to his office became the 
integral ingredient of our nonage. Mother, in her old-fashioned 
dreadnought and ridiculous bonnet, always escorted us. Palms 
on her knees, she rested passively in the anteroom’s unwelcom-
ing chair. We, vibrant and energetic, exchanged caustic remarks 
until the door swung open and Doctor’s starched assistant ush-
ered us in. Whatever preceded our entry, we always found Doctor 
rinsing his hands. The allusion to Pontius Pilate washing off the 
metaphorical lymph didn’t occur to us until the later luxury of 
retrospect. He hung his waffle towel on a hook and focused on us, 
his quixotic goatee scraping air, his effeminate lips stretching in 
sincere contortions.

Adhering to the routine, he made us chant Ah-ah-ah, peered 
into our throats, pulled our lower eyelids downward and tried to 
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